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Introduction In January of 1995, marketing managers at Harley-Davidson faced an unusual-but pleasant-situation. Advance orders were already in for all of the motorcycles that Harley could produce for the rest of the war- and it looked as if the firm's 60 percent market share would continue to grow. That's quite a change from a decade earlier when the famous motorcycle maker was at the edge of bankruptcy. Harley's success was the result of the marketing strategy it had developed in response to changes in consumer buying behavior. In 1960, most consumers saw Harley motorcycles as "in" with only one groupleather clad Hell's Angels-and in total only about 60,000 motorcycles were sold in the U.S. During the next decade, perceptions of motorcycles changed as Japanese producers promoted smaller models that had broad market appeal. Motorcycle sales grew rapidly as the number of young adults increased, and Harley shared in the growth. However, by 1980 when total U.S. motorcycle sales peaked at about 655,000 units, Harley sales had plummeted. Consumers were basing their buying decisions on economic needs. The Japanese cycles were less expensive to buy and maintain. They were also much more reliable. As the youth market disappeared, Harley sales continued to fall until 1985 when the firm was sold to new owners. The new team of marketing managers knew they needed a new strategy to regain profitability. They decided to target upscale, middle-aged professionals. These customers didn't need economical transportation-they wanted fun, freedom, and relaxation. They wanted a week end escape from the pressures of work and an excuse to get together with other people who had similar interests. To meet these needs and respond to a new type of buying behavior, Harley's marketing managers changed the firm's marketing mix. They didn't just offer customers a good motorcycle; instead, they promoted the whole Harley lifestyle, including a relationship with the company and other Harley owners. First, they improved the quality and reliability of their bikes, designed quieter engines, and added fancy options like stereo systems. They also focused on big cycles, and left competitors to fight for share in the shrinking market for smaller bikes. Harley also told its dealers to clean up their stores-many of which had been dark and menacing-and encouraged them to carry the new lines of Harleybrand jewelry and clothing. More inviting dealerships bring in more customersboth men and women. And taking a trial ride is a high-involvement experience. Prospects often buy a high-ticket bike on the spot. But that's just the start. To keep its relationship with customers, Harley set up the Harley Owners Group (HOG). HOG is run through local dealers, so it gives a new rider instant companionship for organized rides and rallies. The rallies also give Harley marketers a chance to mix with customers and better understand their attitudes about HOG events, expectations of the company, and satisfaction with their motorcycles. To keep in touch with Harley owners, the company even publishes its own magazine. All this attention builds a lot of loyalty. When Harley owners are ready to trade up, many just routinely buy another Harley. In recent years, Harley has set its sights on expanding the Harley following overseas. That's requiring some adjustments-ranging from pub, lishing the Harley magazine in different languages to adapting HOG social events and ads to local
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cultures. The effort is off to a promising start. In Japan, the Australian outback, the roads winding through Germany's Black Forest, and Mexico City's crowded streets, hundreds of riders are dis. covering the thrill of hopping on a Harley.



Consumer Behavior – Why Do They Buy, What They Buy? Trends in consumer spending patterns are based on population income and consumer spending patterns. Unfortunately, when many firms sell similar products, demographic analysis isn't much help in predicting which specific products and brands consumers will purchase-and why. Our Harley-Davidson example shows that many other variables can influence consumers and their buying behavior. To better understand why consumers buy as they do, many marketers turn to the behavioral sciences for help. In this chapter, we'll explore some of the thinking from economics, psychology, sociology, and the other behavioral disciplines. Specific consumer behaviors vary a great deal for different products and from one target market to the next. In today's global markets, the variations are countless. That makes it impractical to try to catalog all the detailed possibilities for every different market situation. For example, how and why a given consumer buys a specific brand of shampoo may be very different from how that same consumer buys motor oil; and different customers in different parts of the world may have very different reactions to either product. But there are general behavioral principles-frameworksthat marketing managers can apply to learn more about their specific target markets. Our approach focuses on developing your skill in working with these frameworks.



The Behavioral Sciences Help You Understand Buying Processes Economic needs affect most buying decisions Most economists assume that consumers are economic buyers-people who know all the facts and logically compare choices in terms of cost and value received to get the greatest satisfaction from spending their time and money. A logical extension of the economic-buyer theory led us to look at consumer spending patterns. This approach is valuable because consumers must at least have income to be in a market. Further, most consumers don't have enough income to buy everything they want. So most consumers want their money to stretch as far as it can.
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This view assumes that economic needs guide most consumer behavior. Economic needs are concerned with making the best use of a consumer's time and money-as the consumer judges it. Some consumers look for the lowest price. Others will pay extra for convenience. And others may weigh price and quality for the best value. Some economic needs are: 1. Economy of purchase or use. 2. Convenience. 3. Efficiency in operation or use. 4. Dependability in use. 5. Improvement of earnings. Clearly, marketing managers must be alert to new ways to appeal to economic needs. Most consumers appreciate firms that offer them improved value for the money they spend. But improved value does not just mean offering lower and lower prices. Many consumers face a "poverty of time." Carefully planned place decisions can make it easier and faster for customers to make a purchase. Products can be designed to work better, require less service, or last longer. Promotion can inform consumers about their choices-or explain product benefits in terms of measurable factors like operating costs or the length of the guarantee. The "economic value" that a purchase offers a customer is an important factor in many purchase decisions. But most marketing managers think that buyer behavior is not as simple as the economic-buyer model suggests. A product that one person sees as a good value-and is eager to buy-is of no interest to someone else. So we can't expect to understand buying behavior without taking a broader view.



Psychological Variables Motivation Perception Learning Attitude Personality/Lifestyle



Person Making Decision



Social Influences Family Social Class Reference Groups Culture



Problem solving Process



Person does or does not purchase (Response)
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Purchase Situation Purchase Reason Time Surroundings



How we will view consumer behavior? Many behavioral dimensions influence consumers. Let's try to combine these dimensions into a model of how consumers make decisions. The diagam shows that psychological variables, social influences, and the purchase situation all affect a person's buying behavior. We'll discuss these topics in the next few pages. Then we'll expand the model to include the consumer problem-solving process.



Psychological Influences Within an Individual Here we will discuss some variables of special interest to marketers including motivation, perception, learning, attitudes, and lifestyle. Much of what we know about these psychological (intra-personal) variables draws from ideas originally developed in the field of psychology.



Needs motivate consumers Everybody is motivated by needs and wants. Needs are the basic forces that motivate a person to do something. Some needs involve a person's physical well-being, others the individual's self-view and relationship with others. Needs are more basic than wants. Wants are "needs" that are learned during a person's life. For example, everyone needs water or some kind of liquid, but some people also have learned to want Clearly Canadian's raspberry-flavored sparkling water on the rocks. When a need is not satisfied, it may lead to a drive. The need for liquid, for example, leads to a thirst drive. Drive is a strong stimulus that encourages action to reduce a need. Drives are internal-they are the reasons behind certain behavior patterns. In marketing, a product purchase results from a drive to satisfy some need. Some critics imply that marketers can somehow manipulate consumers to buy products against their will. But marketing managers can't create internal drives. Most marketing managers realize that trying to get consumers to act against their will is a waste of time. Instead, a good marketing manager studies what consumer drives, needs, and wants already exist and how they can be satisfied better.



Consumers seek benefits to meet needs We're all a bundle of needs and wants. The Table lists some important needs that might motivate a person to some action. This list, of course, is not complete. But thinking about such needs can help you see what benefits consumers might seek from a marketing mix. When a marketing manager defines a product-market, the needs may be quite specific. For example, the food need might be as specific as wanting a thickcrust pepperoni pizza-delivered to your door hot and ready to eat. 6



Several needs at the same time Some psychologists argue that a person may have several reasons for buying-at the same time. Maslow is well known for his five-level hierarchy of needs. We will discuss a similar four-level hierarchy that is easier to apply to consumer behavior. Exhibit 7-3 illustrates the four levels along with an advertising slogan showing how a company has tried to appeal to each need. The lowest-level needs are physiological. Then come safety, social, and personal needs. As a study aid, think of the PSSP needs. Physiological needs Hunger Sex Rest



Thirst Body elimination



Activity Self-preservation



Sleep Warmth / coolness



Psychological needs Aggression Family preservation Nurturing Playing-relaxing Tenderness



Curiosity Imitation Order Power Pride



Being responsible Independence Personal fulfillment Self-expression



Dominance Love Playing-competition Self-identification



Desire for ... Acceptance Affiliation ComfortFun Fame Prestige Retaliation Sympathy



Achievement Appreciation Distance-"space" Happiness Pleasure Self-satisfaction Variety



Acquisition Beauty Distinctiveness Identification Recognition Sociability



Affection Companionship Esteem Knowledge Respect Status



Freedom from.. Fear Pain Harm



Depression Imitation Ridicule



Discomfort Loss Sadness



Anxiety Illness Pressure



Physiological needs are concerned with biological needs-food, drink, rest, and sex. Safety needs are concerned with protection and physical well-being (perhaps involving health, food, medicine, and exercise). Social needs are concerned with love, friendship, status, and esteem-things that involve a person's interaction with others. Personal needs are concerned with an individual's need for personal satisfaction-unrelated to what others think or do. Examples include self-esteem, accomplishment, fun, freedom, and relaxation.
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Motivation theory suggests that we never reach a state of complete satisfaction. As soon as we get our lower-level needs reasonably satisfied, those at higher levels become more dominant. This explains why marketing efforts targeted at affluent consumers in advanced economies often focus on higher-level needs. It also explains why these approaches may be useless in parts of the world where consumers' basic needs are not being met It is important to see, however, that a particular product may satisfy more than one need at the same time. In fact, most consumers try to fill a set of needs rather than just one need or another in sequence. Obviously marketers should try to satisfy different needs. Yet discovering these specific consumer needs may require careful analysis. Consider, for example, the lowly vegetable peeler. Marketing managers for OXO International realized that many people, especially young children and senior citizens, have trouble gripping the handle of a typical peeler. OXO redesigned the peeler with a bigger handle that addressed this physical need. OXO also coated the handle with dishwasher-safe rubber. This makes cleanup more convenient-and the sharp peeler is safer to use when the grip is wet. The attractively designed grip also appeals to consumers who get personal satisfaction from cooking-and who want to impress their guests. Even though OXO priced the peeler much higher than most kitchen utensils, it has sold very well because it appeals to people with a variety of needs.



Perception determines what consumers see and feel Consumers select varying ways to meet their needs sometimes because of differences in perception-how we gather and interpret information from the world around us. We are constantly bombarded by stimuli-ads, products, stores-yet we may not hear or see anything. This is because we apply the following selective processes: Selective exposure Our eyes and minds seek out and notice only information that interests us. Selective perception We screen out or modify ideas, messages, and information that conflict with previously learned attitudes and beliefs. Selective retention We remember only what we want to remember. These selective processes help explain why some people are not affected by some advertising-even offensive advertising. They just don't see or remember it! Even if they do, they may dismiss it immediately. Some consumers are skeptical about any advertising message. Our needs affect these selective processes. And current needs receive more attention. For example, Michelin tire retailers advertise some sale in the newspaper almost weekly. Most of the time we don't even notice these ads-until we need new tires. Only then do we tune in to Michelin's ads. Marketers are interested in these selective processes because they affect how target consumers get and retain information. This is also why marketers are interested in how consumers learn.
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Learning determines what response is likely Learning is a change in a person's thought processes caused by prior experience. Learning is often based on direct experience: a little girl tastes her first cone of Ben & Jerry's Cherry Garcia ice cream, and learning occurs! Learning may also be based on indirect experience or associations. If you watch an ad that shows other people enjoying Ben and Jerry's low-fat frozen yogurt, you might conclude that you'd like it too. Consumer learning may result from things that marketers do, or it may result from stimuli that have nothing to do with marketing. Either way, almost all consumer behavior is learned Experts describe a number of steps in the learning process. We've already discussed the idea of a drive as a strong stimulus that encourages action. Depending on the cues - products, signs, ads, and other stimuli in the environmentan individual chooses some specific response. A response is an effort to satisfy a drive. The specific response chosen depends on the cues and the person's past experience. Reinforcement The learning process occurs when the response is followed by satisfaction-that is, reduction in the drive. Reinforcement strengthens the relationship between the cue and the response. And it may lead to a similar response the next time the drive occurs. Repeated reinforcement leads to development of a habit-making the individual's decision process routine. The diagram shows the relationships of the important variables in the learning process. The learning process can be illustrated by a thirsty person. The thirst drive could be satisfied in a variety of ways. But if the person happened to walk past a vending machine and saw a 7UP sign-a cue-then he might satisfy the drive with a response-buying a 7UP If the experience is satisfactory, positive reinforcement will occur, and our friend may be quicker to satisfy this drive in the same way in the future. This emphasizes the importance of developing good products that live up to the promises of the firm's advertising. People can learn to like or dislike 7UPreinforcement and learning work both ways. Unless marketers satisfy their customers, they must constantly try to attract new ones to replace the dissatisfied ones who don't come back. Good experiences can lead to positive attitudes about a firm's product. Bad experiences can lead to negative attitudes that even good promotion won't be able to change. In fact, the subject of attitudes, an extremely important one to marketers, is discussed more fully in a later section.



Positive Cues Help a Marketing Mix Sometimes marketers try to identify cues or images that have positive associations from some other situation and relate them to their marketing mix. Many people associate the smell of lemons with a fresh, natural cleanliness. So companies often add lemon scent to household cleaning products - Joy dishwashing detergent and Pledge furniture polish, for example-because it has these associations. Similarly, some shampoos and deodorants are formulated to be clear and packaged in clear bottles because some consumers associate that look with being natural and pure. 9



Similarly, many firms use ads suggesting that people who use their products have more appeal to the opposite sex.



Many needs are culturally learned Many needs are culturally (or socially) learned. The need for food, for instance, may lead to many specific food wants. Many Japanese enjoy sushi (raw fish), and their children learn to like it. Few Americans, however, have learned to enjoy it. Some critics argue that marketing efforts encourage people to spend money on learned wants totally unrelated to any basic need. For example, Europeans are less concerned about body odor, and few buy or use a deodorant. Yet Americans spend millions of dollars on such products. Advertising says that using Ban deodorant "takes the worry out of being close." But is marketing activity the cause of the difference in the two cultures? Most research says that advertising can't convince buyers of something contrary to their basic attitudes.



Attitudes relate to buying Attitude Attitude is a person's point of view toward something. The "something" may be a product, an advertisement, a salesperson, a firm, or an idea. Attitudes are an important topic for marketers because attitudes affect the selective processes, learning, and eventually the buying decisions people make. Because attitudes are usually thought of as involving liking or disliking, they have some action implications. Beliefs are not so action-oriented. Belief Belief is a person's opinion about something. Beliefs may help shape a consumer's attitudes but don't necessarily involve any liking or disliking. It is possible to have a belief-say, that Listerine has a medicinal taste-without really caring what it tastes like. On the other hand, beliefs about a product may have a positive or negative effect in shaping consumers' attitudes. For example, a person with a headache is unlikely to switch to a new pain medicine unless she believes it will be more effective than what she used in the past. In an attempt to relate attitude more closely to purchase behavior, some marketers stretched the attitude concept to include consumer "preferences" or "intention to buy." Managers who must forecast how much of their brand customers will buy are particularly interested in the intention to buy. Forecasts would be easier if attitudes were good predictors of intentions to buy. Unfortunately, the relationships usually are not that simple. A person may have positive attitudes toward Jacuzzi whirlpool bathtubs but no intention of buying one.



Try to understand attitudes and beliefs Research on consumer attitudes and beliefs can sometimes help a marketing manager get a better picture of markets. For example, consumers with very positive attitudes toward a new product idea might prove a good opportunity especially if they have negative attitudes about competitors' offerings. Or they may have beliefs that would discourage them from buying a product.
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Marketing managers for Bristol-Myers's Nuprin faced this challenge. Research showed that their Nuprin brand relieved pain better than Tylenol, the most popular brand. But consumers didn't pay much attention to Nuprin ads that tried to convey that message. Most consumers believed that one pain killer was about as good as another. So Nuprin tried a different approach. Its managers developed ads focusing on a superficial product difference, its yellow color, and pitched Nuprin as "little, yellow, different, better." Black-and-white TV ads showed people giving testimonials that Nuprin relieved their worst pains-toothaches, back pain, headaches. Only the yellow Nuprin tablets were shown in color. The ads resulted in more favorable attitudes toward Nuprin, and by the end of the year Nuprin's sales were growing faster than sales of any other brand. One advertising specialist explained the success this way: "You have to convince consumers that the product is different before they will believe the product is better. That Nuprin is yellow is superficial to the product's superiority, yet it opens people's minds that this product is different." Consumer beliefs-right or wrong-can have a significant impact on whether a strategy succeeds.



Most marketers work with existing attitudes Marketers generally try to understand the attitudes of their potential customers and work with them. We'll discuss this idea again when we review the way consumers evaluate product alternatives now, we want to emphasize that it's more economical to work with consumer attitudes than to try to change them. Attitudes tend to be enduring. Changing present attitudes-especially negative ones-is sometimes necessary. But that's probably the most difficult job marketers face.



British Consumers Are Cool About Iced Tea No one ever declared that tea was the national drink in England. Yet, it's long been a basic ingredient of the British culture. Taking a break for a cup of tea isn't just for nourishment; it's a social moment with family or friends. And British consumers have learned to love their tea hot-very hot. In striking contrast, most British consumers are decidedly cool about iced tea. Iced tea makers would like to change that. They look at the 330 million gallons of iced tea routinely purchased by Americans each year and ask, "Why not in Britain?" But they know that they face tough odds. When one firm testmarketed an iced tea called Coolbrew in 1989, most consumers didn't like it enough to



buy it again. A basic problem is that many British consumers associate iced tea with the dregs left in the bottom of the teapot after it's cooled off. Iced tea sales are not likely to pick up much until that perception changes. That has not kept Lipton and Snapple Beverage Corp. from trying again. This time they've changed the taste, hoping that will change how consumers think about the product. Liptonice, for example, is carbonated like a cola, and Snapple's tea is flavored like its fruit drinks. So far, sales of fizzy, fruity tea are weak. Perhaps marketing managers for the Nestea brand have the best approach: they're focusing on other European markets where getting trial and adoption doesn't depend on first overcoming negative consumer attitudes



Ethical issues may arise Part of the marketing job is to inform and persuade consumers about a firm's offering. An ethical issue sometimes arises, however, if consumers have inaccurate beliefs. For example, many consumers are confused about what foods are really
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healthy. Marketers for a number of food companies have been criticized for packaging and promotion that take advantage of inaccurate consumer perceptions about the meaning of the words lite or low-fat. A firm's lite donuts may have less fat or fewer calories than its other donuts-but that doesn't mean that the donut is low in fat or calories. Similarly, promotion of a "children's cold formula" may play off of parents' fears that adult medicines are too strong-even though the basic ingredients in the children's formula are the same and only the dosage is different. Marketers must also be careful about promotion that might encourage false beliefs, even if the advertising is not explicitly misleading. For example, ads for Ultra SlimFast low-fat beverage don't claim that anyone who buys the product will lose all the weight they want-or look like Brooke Shields who appears in the ads-but some critics argue that the advertising gives that impression.



Meeting expectations is important Attitudes and beliefs sometimes combine to form an expectation - an out come or event that a person anticipates or looks forward to. Consumer expectations often focus on the benefits or value that the consumer expects from a firm's marketing mix. This is an important issue for marketers because a consumer is likely to be dissatisfied if his or her expectations are not met. For example, a hungry consumer who stops at a fast-food restaurant for a hamburger is likely to be dissatisfied if the service is slow, even if the burger tastes great. A key point here is that consumers may evaluate a product not just on how well it performs but on how it performs relative to their expectations. A product that otherwise might get high marks from a satisfied consumer may be a disappointment if there's a gap between what the consumer gets and what the consumer expects. Promotion that over promises what the rest of the marketing mix can really deliver leads to problems in this area. Finding the right balance, however, can be difficult. Consider the challenge faced by marketing managers for Van Heusen shirts. In 1994, Van Heusen came up with a new way to treat its shirts so that they look better when they come out of the wash than previous wash-and-wear shirts. Van Heusen promotes these shirts as "wrinkle-free" and the label shows an iron stuffed in a garbage can. Most people agree that the new shirt is an improvement. Even so, consumers who buy a shirt expecting it to look as crisp as if it had just been ironed are disappointed. For them, the improvement is not enough.



Personality affects how people see things Many researchers study how personality affects people's behavior, but the results have generally been disappointing to marketers. A trait like neatness can be associated with users of certain types of products-like cleaning materials. But marketing managers have not found a way to use personality in marketing strategy planning." As a result, they've stopped focusing on personality measures borrowed from psychologists and instead developed lifestyle analysis. Psychographics focus on activities, interests and opinions Psychographics or lifestyle analysis is the analysis of a person's day-to day pattern of living as expressed in that person's Activities, Interests, and Opinions-sometimes referred to as AIOs. The table shows a number of variables for each of the AIO 12



dimensions-along with some demographics used to add detail to the lifestyle profile of a target market. Lifestyle analysis assumes that marketers can plan more effective strategies if they know more about their target markets. Understanding the lifestyle of target customers has been especially helpful in providing ideas for advertising themes. Let's see how it adds to a typical demographic description. It may not help Mercury marketing managers much to know that an average member of the target market for a Sable station wagon is 34.8 years old, married, lives in a three bedroom home, and has 2.3 children. Lifestyles help marketers paint a more human portrait of the



Lifestyle Dimensions Activities Work Entertainment Sports



Vacation Shopping



Community Social events



Hobbles Club membership



Interests Family Recreation Achievements



Community Media



Food Job



Home Fashion



Opinions Themselves Economics Culture



Business Future



Products Politics



Social issues Education



Demographics Income City size Education



Geographic area Family size



Occupation Family life cycle



Age Dwelling



target market. For example, lifestyle analysis might show that the 34.8-year-old is also a community-oriented consumer with traditional values who especially enjoys spectator sports and spends much time in other family activities. An ad might show the Sable being used by a happy family at a ball game so the target market could really identify with the ad. And the ad might be placed in a magazine like Sports Illustrated whose readers match the target lifestyle profile. Marketing managers for consumer products firms who are interested in learning more about the lifestyle of a target market sometimes turn to outside specialists for help. For example, SRI International, a research firm, offers a service called VALS 2 (an abbreviation for values, attitudes, and lifestyles). SRI describes a firm's target market in terms of a set of typical VALS lifestyle groups (segments). An advantage of this approach is that SRI has developed very detailed information about the various VALS groups. For example, the VALS approach has been used to profile consumers in the United Kingdom, Germany, Japan, and Canada as well as the United States. However, the disadvantage of VALS 2-and other similar approachesis that it may not be very specific to the marketing manager's target market.
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Social influences Affect Consumer Behaviour We've been discussing some of the ways needs, attitudes, and other psychological variables influence the buying process. Now we'll see that these variables-and the buying process-are usually affected by relations with other people too. We'll look at how the individual interacts with family, social class, and other groups who may have influence. Who is the real decision maker in family purchases? Relationships with other family members influence many aspects of consumer behavior. Family members may also share many attitudes and values, consider each other's opinions, and divide various buying tasks. Historically, most marketers in the United States targeted the wife as the family purchasing agent. Now, with more women in the workforce and with night and weekend shopping becoming more popular, men and older children do more shopping and decision making. In other countries, family roles vary. For example, in Norway women do most of the family shopping. Although only one family member may go to the store and make a specific purchase, when planning marketing strategy it's important to know who else may be involved. Other family members may have influenced the decision or really decided what to buy. Still others may use the product. You don't have to watch much Saturday morning TV to see that Kellogg's and General Mills know this. Cartoon characters like Cap'n Crunch and Tony the Tiger tell kids about the goodies found in certain cereal packages-and urge them to remind Dad or Mom to pick up that brand on their next trip to the store. But kids also influence grown-up purchases-to the tune of $200 billion a year. Surveys show that kids often have a big say in a family's choice of products such as apparel, cars, electronics, and health and beauty aids.



Family considerations may overwhelm personal ones A husband and wife may jointly agree on many important purchases, but sometimes they may have strong personal preferences. However, such individual preferences may change if the other spouse has different priorities. One might want to take a family vacation to Disneyland - when the other wants a new RCA video recorder and Sony large-screen TV The actual outcome in such a situation is unpredictable. The preferences of one spouse might change because of affection for the other - or because of the other's power and influence. Buying responsibility and influence vary greatly depending on the product and the family. A marketer trying to plan a strategy will find it helpful to research the specific target market. Remember, many buying decisions are made jointly, and thinking only about who actually buys the product can misdirect the marketing strategy.



Social class affects attitudes, values, and buying Up to now, we've been concerned with individuals and their family relationships. Now let's consider how society looks at an individual and perhaps the family-in terms of social class. A social class is a group of people who have approximately
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equal social position as viewed by others in the society. Almost every society has some social class structure. In most countries social class is closely related to a person's occupation, but it may also be influenced by education, community participation, where a person lives, income, possessions, social skills, and other factors-including what family a person is born into. In most countries including the United States-there is some general relationship between income level and social class. But the income level of people within the same social class can vary greatly, and people with the same income level may be in different social classes. So income by itself is usually not a good measure of social class. And people in different social classes may spend, save, and borrow money in very different ways. For example, spending for clothing, housing, home furnishings, and leisure activities, as well as choices of where and how to shop, often vary with social class. The U.S. class system is far less rigid than those in most countries. Children start out in the same social class as their parents-but they can move to a different social class depending on their educational levels or the jobs they hold. By contrast, India's social structure is much more rigid, and individuals can't easily move up in the class system. Marketers want to know what buyers in various social classes are like. In the United States, simple approaches for measuring social class groupings are based on a person's occupation, education, and type and location of housing. By using marketing research surveys or available census data, marketers can get a feel for the social class of a target market. Exhibit 7-6 illustrates a multilevel social class structure for the United States. Note the relative sizes of the groupings and how they differ. Although the exhibit uses traditional technical terms like upper, middle, and lower, a word of warning is in order. These terms may seem to imply "superior" and "inferior." But, in sociological and marketing usage, no value judgment intended. We cannot say that any one class is "better" or "happier" than another.



What do these classes mean? Social class studies suggest that the old saying - "A rich man is simply a poor man with more money" - is not true. Given the same income as middle-class consumers, people belonging to the lower class handle themselves and their money very differently. Many people think of America as a middle-class society, but in many marketing situations the social class groups are distinct. Various classes shop at different stores. They prefer different treatment from salespeople. They buy different brands of products-even though prices are about the same. And they have different spending-saving attitudes.



Reference groups are relevant too A reference group is the people to whom an individual looks when forming attitudes about a particular topic. People normally have several reference groups for different topics. Some they meet face-to-face. Others they just wish to imitate. In either case, they may take values from these reference groups and make buying decisions based on what the group might accept. We're always making comparisons between ourselves and others. So reference groups are more important when others will be able to "see" which product or brand 15



we're using. Influence is stronger for products that relate to status in the group. For one group, owning an expensive fur coat may be a sign of "having arrived." A group of animal lovers might view it as a sign of bad judgment. In either case, a consumer's decision to buy or not buy a fur coat might depend on the opinions of others in that consumer's reference group.



Reaching the opinion leaders who are buyers An opinion leader is a person who influences others. Opinion leaders aren't necessarily wealthier or better educated. And opinion leaders on one subject aren't necessarily opinion leaders on another. Capable homemakers with large families may be consulted for advice on family budgeting. Young women may be opinion leaders for new clothing styles and cosmetics. Each social class tends to have its own opinion leaders. Some marketing mixes aim especially at these people since their opinions affect others and research shows that they are involved in many product-related discussions with "followers." Favorable wordof-mouth publicity from opinion leaders can really help a marketing mix. But the opposite is also true. If opinion leaders aren't satisfied, they're likely to talk about it and influence others.



Charateristics and Relative Size of Different Social Class Groups in the United States Relative Size Group 1.5 % Upper-class



Description People from old wealthy families (the upper-upper) as well as socially prominent new rich (lower-upper), such as top professionals and corporate executives. These people have high discretionary income, often have second homes, and are a good market for antiques, art, rare jewelry, luxury travel, and unique designer products.



12.5 %



Upper-middle Successful professionals, owners of small businesses, or class managers of large corporations. They want quality products that are symbols of their success. They are community minded and want to be socially acceptable. They are ambitious for their children and more "future oriented" than the lower-class groups.



32 %



Lower- middle Small business people, office workers, teachers, and technician the class* white collar workers. They are in the "average" income group and try to save something for the future. The American moral code and emphasis on hard work come from this class. This is the most "conforming" segment of society. They are home and family oriented.



38 %



Upper-lower ("working") class*



The blue-collar workers-factory workers, skilled laborers, and service people.Most earn good incomes (especially in two-career families) but are still very concerned about security. They are less confident in their own judgments about products and may rely more on salespeople and advertising. They often feel controlled by the world around them.



16 %



Lower-lower class



Unskilled laborers and people in very low-status occupations. These people usually don't have much income but are good markets for necessities and products that help them enjoy the present. At the lowest end of this group are people without steady
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employment and people who live in severe poverty. Many of America's illiterate are in this group. * Note: in combination, these groups form America's "mass market."



Culture surrounds the other influences Culture is the whole set of beliefs, attitudes, and ways of doing things of a reasonably homogeneous set of people. We can think of the American culture, the French culture, or the Latin American culture. People within these cultural groupings tend to be more similar in outlook and behavior. But sometimes it is useful to think of subcultures within such groupings. For example, within the American culture, there are various religious and ethnic subcultures; also different cultural forces tend to prevail in different regions of the country.



Culture varies in international markets Planning strategies that consider cultural differences in international markets can be even harder-and such cultures usually vary more. Each foreign market may need to be treated as a separate market with its own sub-markets. Ignoring cultural differences-or assuming that they are not important-almost guarantees failure in international markets. For example, when marketing managers for Procter & Gamble first tried to sell the U.S. version of Cheer to Japanese consumers they promoted it as an effective alltemperature laundry detergent. But many Japanese wash clothes in cold tap water or leftover bath water-so they don't care about all-temperature washing. In addition, Cheer didn't make suds when it was used with the fabric softeners popular with Japanese consumers. When P&G's marketing managers discovered these problems, they changed Cheer so it wouldn't be affected by the fabric softeners. They also changed Cheer ads to promise superior cleaning in cold water. Now Cheer has become one of P&G's best-selling products in Japan." From a target marketing point of view, a marketing manager probably wants to aim at people within one culture or subculture. A firm developing strategies for two cultures often needs two different marketing plans The attitudes and beliefs that we usually associate with culture tend to change slowly. So once marketers develop a good understanding of the culture they are planning for, they should concentrate on the more dynamic variables discussed above.



Individuals Are Affected By The Purchase Situation Purchase reason can vary Why a consumer makes a purchase can affect buying behavior. For example, a student buying a pen to take notes might pick up an inexpensive Bic. But the same student might choose a Cross pen as a gift for a friend
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Time affects what happens Time influences a purchase situation. When consumers make a purchase-and the time they have available for shopping-will influence their behavior. A leisurely dinner induces different behavior than grabbing a quick cup of 7-Eleven coffee on the way to work.



Surroundings affect buying too Surroundings can affect buying behavior. The excitement of an auction may stimulate impulse buying. Surroundings may discourage buying too. For example, some people don't like to stand in a checkout line where others can see what they're buying-even if the other shoppers are complete strangers. Needs, benefits sought, attitudes, motivation, and even how a consumer selects certain products all vary depending on the purchase situation. So different purchase situations may require different marketing mixes-even when the same target market is involved.



Consumers use Problem Solving Processes The variables discussed affect what products a consumer finally decides to purchase. Marketing managers also need to understand how buyers use a problem solving process to select particular products. Most consumers seem to use the following five-step problem-solving process: 1. Becoming aware of-or interested in-the problem. 2. Recalling and gathering information about possible solutions. 3. Evaluating alternative solutions-perhaps trying some out. 4. Deciding on the appropriate solution. 5. Evaluating the decision. The diagram presents an expanded version of the buyer behavior model shown previously. Note that this exhibit integrates the problem-solving process with the whole set of variables we've been reviewing. When consumers evaluate information about purchase alternatives, they may weigh not only a product type in relation to other types of products, but also differences in brands within a product type and the stores where the products may be available. This can be a very complicated evaluation procedure, and, depending on their choice of criteria, consumers may make seemingly irrational decisions. If convenient service is crucial, for example, a buyer might pay list price for an unexciting car from a very convenient dealer. Marketers need a way to analyze these decisions.



Grid of evaluative criteria helps Based on studies of how consumers seek out and evaluate product information, researchers suggest that marketing managers use an evaluative grid showing features common to different products (or marketing mixes). For example, Exhibit 7-
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8 shows some of the features common to three different cars a consumer might consider. The grid encourages marketing managers to view each product as a bundle of features or attributes. The pluses and minuses in Exhibit 7-8 indicate one consumer's attitude toward each feature of each car. If members of the target market don't rate a feature of the marketing manager's brand with pluses, it may indicate a problem. The manager might want to change the product to improve that feature-or perhaps use more promotion to emphasize an already acceptable feature. The consumer in Exhibit 7-8 has a minus under gas mileage for the Nissan. If the Nissan really gets better gas mileage than the other cars, promotion might focus on mileage to improve consumer attitudes toward this feature and toward the whole product.



An Expanded Model of the Consumer Problem Solving Process Psychological Variables Motivation Perception Learning Attitude Personality/Lifestyle



Purchase Situation



Social Influences Family Social Class Reference Groups Culture



Purchase Reason Time Surroundings



Need - Want Awareness Routinized Response Search for Information



Set Criteria and Evaluate Alternative Solutions



Feedback of Information as Attitudes



Decide On Solution



Postpone Decision



Post - Purchase Evaluation



Purchase Product



RESPONSE



Some consumers will reject a product if they see one feature as sub standard regardless of how favorably they regard the product's other features. The consumer might avoid the Saab, which he saw as less than satisfactory on ease of service,
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even if it were superior in all other aspects. In other instances, a consumer's overall attitude toward the product might be such that a few good features could make up for some shortcomings. The comfortable interior of the Toyota (See grid) might make up for less exciting styling-especially if the consumer viewed comfort as really important. Of course, consumers don't use a grid like this. However, constructing such a grid helps managers think about what evaluative criteria target consumers consider really important, what consumers' attitudes are toward their product (or marketing mix) on each criteria, and how consumers combine the criteria to reach a final decision. Having a better understanding of the process should help a manager develop a better marketing mix.



Grid of Evaluation for Three Car Brands COMMON FEATURES



BRAND



Petrol Consumption



Ease of Service



Comfortable Interier



Overall Styling



Nissan



Saab



Toyota Note : Pluses and minuses indicate a consumer’s evaluation of a feature for a brand



Three levels of problem solving are useful The basic problem-solving process shows the steps consumers may go through trying to find a way to satisfy their needs-but it doesn't show how long this process will take or how much thought a consumer will give to each step. Individuals who have had a lot of experience solving certain problems can move quickly through some of the steps or almost directly to a decision. It is helpful, therefore, to recognize three levels of problem solving: extensive problem solving, limited problem solving, and routinized response behavior. These problem-solving approaches are used for any kind of product. Consumers use extensive problem solving for a completely new or important need-when they put much effort into deciding how to satisfy it. For example, a music lover who wants higher-quality sound might decide to buy a CD player-but not have any idea what to buy. After talking with friends to find out about good places to buy a player, she might visit several stores to find out about different brands and their features. After
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thinking about her needs some more, she might buy a portable Sony unit-so she could use it in her apartment and in her car.



Problem Solving Continuum Low Involvement Frequently Purchased Inexpensive Little Risk Little Information Needed



Routinized Response Behaviour



Limited Problem Solving



Extensive Problem Solving



High Involvement Infrequently Purchased Expensive High Risk Much information Desired



Consumers use limited problem solving when they're willing to put some effort into deciding the best way to satisfy a need. Limited problem solving is typical when a consumer has some previous experience in solving a problem but isn't certain which choice is best at the current time. If our music lover wanted some new compact discs for her player, she would already know what type of music she enjoys. She might go to a familiar store and evaluate what compact discs they had in stock for her favorite types of music. Consumers use routinized response behavior when they regularly select a particular way of satisfying a need when it occurs. Routinized response behavior is typical when a consumer has considerable experience in how to meet a need and has no need for additional information. For example, our music lover might routinely buy the latest recording by her favorite band as soon as it's available. Most marketing managers would like their target consumers to buy their products in this routinized way. Some firms provide special services for frequent buyers, encourage repeat business with discounts, or do other things to build a good relationship so that the customer purchases from them in a routinized way. Routinized response behavior is also typical for low - involvement purchases - purchases that have little importance or relevance for the customer. Let's face it, buying a box of salt is probably not one of the burning issues in your life.



Problem solving is a learning process The reason problem solving becomes simpler with time is that people learn from experience-both positive and negative things. As consumers approach the problemsolving process, they bring attitudes formed by previous experiences and social training. Each new problem-solving process may then contribute to or modify this attitude set.



New concepts require an adoption process When consumers face a really new concept, their previous experience may not be relevant. These situations involve the adoption process-the steps individuals go through on the way to accepting or rejecting a new idea. Although the adoption process is similar to the problem-solving process, learning plays a clearer role and promotion's contribution to a marketing mix is more visible. In the adoption process, an individual moves through some fairly definite steps: 21



1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



6.



Awareness - the potential customer comes to know about the product but lacks details. The consumer may not even know how it works or what it will do. Interest - if the consumer becomes interested, he or she will gather general information and facts about the product. Evaluation - a consumer begins to give the product a mental trial, applying it to his or her personal situation. Trial - the consumer may buy the product to experiment with it in use. A product that is either too expensive to try or isn't available for trial may never be adopted. Decision - the consumer decides on either adoption or rejection. A satisfactory evaluation and trial may lead to adoption of the product and regular use. According to psychological learning theory, reinforcement leads to adoption. Confirmation - the adopter continues to rethink the decision and searches for support for the decision-that is, further reinforcement.



Marketing managers for 3M, the company that makes Scotch tape, worked with the adoption process when they introduced Post-it note pads. Test-market ads increased awareness-they explained how Post-it notes could be applied to a surface and then easily removed. But test-market sales were slow because most consumers were not interested. They didn't see the benefit. To encourage trial, 3M distributed free samples. By using the samples, consumers confirmed the benefitand when they used the samples up they started buying Post-its. As Post-it distribution expanded to other market areas, 3M used samples to speed consumers through the trial stage and the rest of the adoption process.



Dissonance may set in after the decision A buyer may have second thoughts after making a purchase decision. The buyer may have chosen from among several attractive alternatives-weighing the pros and cons and finally making a decision. Later doubts, however, may lead to dissonance tension caused by uncertainty about the rightness of a decision. Dissonance may lead a buyer to search for additional information to confirm the wisdom of the decision and so reduce tension. Without this confirmation, the adopter might buy something else next time-or not comment positively about the product to others.



Several Processes are related and Relevant to Strategy Planning The diagram below shows the interrelation of the problem-solving process, the adoption process, and learning. It is important to see this interrelation-and to understand that promotion can modify or accelerate it. Also note that the potential buyers' problem-solving behavior should affect how firms design their physical distribution systems. If customers aren't willing to travel far to shop, a firm may need more outlets to get their business. Similarly, customers' attitudes help determine what price to charge. Knowing how target markets handle these processes helps companies with their marketing strategy planning.
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Problem Solving Steps



Adoption Process Steps



1. Becoming aware of or interested in the problem



Awareness & Interest



2. Gathering Information and possible solutions



Interest & Evaluation



3. Evaluating alternative solutions, perhaps trying some out



Evaluation (maybe trial)



4. Deciding on the appropriate solution



Decision



5. Evaluating the decision



Confirmation



Learning Steps



Drives



Cues



Reinforcement



Response



Consumer Behavior In International Markets All the influences interact-often in subtle ways You're a consumer, so you probably have very good intuition about the many influences on consumer behavior that we've been discussing. For many different purchase situations you also intuitively know-from experience-which variables are most important. That's good, but it's also a potential trap-especially when developing marketing mixes for consumers in international markets. The less a marketing manager knows about the specific social and intra-personal variables that shape the behavior of target customers, the more likely it is that relying on intuition will be misleading. We all have a tendency to try to explain things we don't understand by generalizing from what we do know. Yet, when it comes to consumer behavior, many of the specifics do not generalize from one culture to another. Cadbury's effort to develop a Japanese market for its Dairy Milk Chocolate candy bar illustrates the point. Cadbury marketing managers conducted marketing research to find out more about candy preferences among Japanese consumers. The consumers said that they didn't like the high milk-fat content of Cadbury's bar. Cadbury's managers, however, reasoned that this reaction must be from lack of opportunity to become accustomed to the candy. After all, in most other countries it's the rich taste of the candy that turns consumers into "chocoholics." When Cadbury introduced the bar in Japan, it was a real flop. Taste preferences in other countries simply didn't generalize to Japan. It also wasn't just a matter of opportunity. The whole diet in Japan is different enough that eating the candy was unpleasant. By contrast, Dannon was successful because it took similar research findings to heart and dramatically modified its yogurt dairy desserts until they satisfied Japanese tastes. Sometimes important influences on consumer behavior are more subtle. When P&G first introduced disposable diapers in Japan, interest was limited. Research suggested that price and health concerns were a sticking point, as was product fit. 23



The diapers leaked because the design was too large for most Japanese babies. From the Western vantage point, these were reasonable problems to work on. However, another powerful cultural force was also at work. At that time, most Japanese mothers were expected to dedicate themselves to caring for their babies. Many women who could afford the convenience of disposable diapers felt guilty using them. Further, it was often a woman's mother-in-law who aggressively kept that guilt burning. Although fathers were typically uninvolved in caring for babies, it was the Japanese mother-in-laws' traditional role to oversee how the mother cared for the grandchild. And, by tradition, caring mothers always sacrificed their own convenience for the baby's. Japanese firms that entered the market later used promotion to emphasize that disposables were best for the baby. That appeal relieved the mother's guilt and also helped with the mother-in-law problem. Even so, it took time for basic attitudes to change.



Watch out for stereotypes, and change Our diaper example can also serve as a reminder to watch out for oversimplifying stereotypes. Consumers in a foreign culture may be bound by some similar cultural forces, but that doesn't mean that they are all the same. Further, changes in the underlying social forces may make outdated views irrelevant. Many Westerners believe that the typical Japanese executive works very long hours and devotes very little time to family life. That stereotype has been highlighted in the Western media - and also in our diaper example! It's still partly true. Yet, the diaper example is, quite intentionally, dated. In today's Japan, many young Japanese executives want a more balanced family life; they don't want to continue the almost total dedication to business accepted by the previous generation. A marketer who didn't recognize this change probably wouldn't fully understand these people, their needs, or buying behavior in their families. Developing a marketing mix that really satisfies the needs of a target market takes a real understanding of consumer behavior-and the varied forces that shape it. That holds whether the target market is local or half way around the world. So, when planning strategies for international markets, it's best to involve locals who have a better chance of understanding the experience, attitudes, and interests of your customers. Many companies, even very sophisticated ones, have faltered because they failed to heed that simple advice.
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Conclusion In this text, we analyzed the individual consumer as a problem solver who is influenced by psychological variables, social influences, and the purchase situation. All of these variables are related, and our model of buyer behavior helps integrate them into one process. Marketing strategy planning requires a good grasp of this material. Assuming that everyone behaves the way you do-or even like your family or friends do-can lead to expensive marketing errors. Consumer buying behavior results from the consumer's efforts to satisfy needs and wants. We discussed some reasons why consumers buy and saw that consumer behavior can't be fully explained by only a list of needs. We also saw that most societies are divided into social classes, a fact that helps explain some consumer behavior. And we discussed the impact of reference groups and opinion leaders. We presented a buyer behavior model to help you interpret and integrate the present findings-as well as any new data you might get from marketing research. As of now, the behavioral sciences can only offer insights and theories, which the marketing manager must blend with intuition and judgment to develop marketing strategies. Companies may have to use marketing research to answer specific questions. But if a firm has neither the money nor the time for research, then marketing managers have to rely on available descriptions of present behavior and guesstimates about future behavior. Popular magazines and leading newspapers often reflect the public's shifting attitudes. And many studies of the changing consumer are published regularly in the business and trade press. This material-coupled with the information in these last two chapters-will help your marketing strategy planning. Remember that consumers-with all their needs and attitudes-may be elusive, but they aren't invisible. Research has provided more data and understanding of consumer behavior than business managers generally use. Applying this information may help you find your breakthrough opportunity.
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Questions and Problems 1.



In your own words, explain economic needs and how they relate to the economic-buyer model of consumer behavior. Give an example of a purchase you recently made that is consistent with the economic-buyer model. Give another that is not explained by the economic-buyer model. Explain your thinking. 2. Explain what is meant by a hierarchy of needs and provide examples of one or more products that enable you to satisfy each of the four levels of need. 3. Cut out (or copy) two recent advertisements: one full-page color ad from a magazine and one large display from a newspaper. In each case, indicate which needs the ads are appealing to. 4. Explain how an understanding of consumers' learning processes might affect marketing strategy planning. Give an example. 5. Briefly describe your own beliefs about the potential value of wearing automobile seat belts, your attitude toward seat belts, and your intention about using a seat belt the next time you're in a car. 6. Give an example of a recent purchase experience in which you were dissatisfied because a firm's marketing mix did not meet your expectations. Indicate how the purchase fell short of your expectations-and also explain whether your expectations were formed based on the firm's promotion or on something else. 7. Explain psychographics and lifestyle analysis. Explain how they might be useful for planning marketing strategies to reach college students, as opposed to average consumers. 8. A supermarket chain is planning to open a number of new stores to appeal to Hispanics in southern California. Give some examples that indicate how the four Ps might be adjusted to appeal to the Hispanic subculture. 9. How should the social class structure affect the planning of a new restaurant in a large city? How might the four Ps be adjusted? 10. What social class would you associate with each of the following phrases or items? In each case, choose one class if you can. If you can't choose one class but rather feel that several classes are equally likely, then so indicate. In those cases where you feel that all classes are equally interested or characterized by a particular item, choose all five classes. a) A gun rack in a pickup truck. b. The National Enquirer. b) New Yorker magazine. c) Working Woman magazine. d) People watching soap operas. £ TV golf tournaments. e) g. Men who drink beer after dinner. f) h. Families who vacation at a Disney theme park. g) Families who distrust banks (keep money in socks or mattresses) h) j. Owners of pit bulls. i) 11. Illustrate how the reference group concept may apply in practice by explaining how you personally are influenced by some reference group for some product. What are the implications of such behavior for marketing managers?
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12. Give two examples of recent purchases where the specific purchase situation influenced your purchase decision. Briefly explain how your decision was affected. 13. Give an example of a recent purchase in which you used extensive problem solving. What sources of information did you use in making the decision? 14. What kind of buying behavior would you expect to find for the following products: (a) a haircut, (b) a dishwasher detergent, (c) a printer for a personal computer, (d) a tennis racket, (e) a dress belt, (f) a telephone answering machine, (g) life insurance, (h) an ice cream cone, and (i) a new checking account? Set up a chart for your answer with products along the left-hand margin as the row headings and the following factors as headings for the columns: (a) how consumers would shop for these products, (b) how far they would travel to buy the product, (c) whether they would buy by brand, (d) whether they would compare with other products, and (e) any other factors they should consider. Insert short answers-words or phrases are satisfactory-in the various boxes. Be prepared to discuss how the answers you put in the chart would affect each product's marketing mix.
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